
Hello and welcome to the scientificanada newsletter. You

can think of it as a personal correspondance with me, Adam

Fortais. Issues will have a smattering of research,

opinions, interviews, and hot takes on academic culture

from myself and guests. 

If someone forwarded this email to you, awesome! They

probably really like you! If you'd like, you can sign up

for yourself by clicking the link below. Thanks :)

In this issue:

Colloidal silica particles for ultra-bright coatings

Fluid dynamics inside cells help build branched networks

Making stronger-than-steel wood

Is it just me or are there more free, online workshops?

Carmen Lee on ropes of bubbles, pottery, etc

So, let's get started, shall we?

Arts+Science

Gianna Jacucci et al. are building brighter pigments that are

better for the environment. 

The images above are micron-sized "supracolloidal balls" made

entirely of silica. The little silica cylinders combine and

pack together into these balls which, when added to pigments
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coatings. These are "a new class of pigment microspheres which

can be used in formulations for ultrabright coatings", and are

environmentally superior to industry-standard titanium oxides.

They also look like a delicious treat my mom sometimes makes,

as pointed out by @stormkees:  

Research

Shaevits, Stone, and Petry et al. find fluid dynamics

governing microtubule growth in cells 

Fluid dynamics is cool as hell, and it turns out cells

think so as well. One of my favorite fluid effects - the

Plateau-Rayleigh instability - has recently been shown to

determine the branching and growth of microtubules in some

cells. 

Microtubules are both the conveyer belts and scaffolding in

cells. They help give cells structure while also 

transporting materials within cells. Both jobs require that

microtubules branch and spread across the whole interior of

the cell, but how these networks initiate and grow has been

somewhat mysterious. It's been observed that when

microtubule networks form, new microtubules "nucleate" or

spawn from a "mother" microtubule. Typically a "nucleated"

event requires some sort of kick to get started, or a seed

to grow from. For example, snowflakes grow around dust

particles, bubbles in a pot of boiling water form at local

hotspots on the pot, and water in a bottle can drop below 0
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C without freezing if the interior of the bottle is very

smooth and the water is very clean. So the question is, if

microtubules nucleate, what is the seed they nucleate from? 

It turns out that the Plateau-Rayleigh instability provides

these nucleation points. The above images show microtubules

(the sticks covered in Christmas lights) in the process of

building new microtubule branches. We can see that these

branches are growing out of little evenly spaced nodes,

which if we zoom in (the grey image) appear like pearls on

a necklace or dew on a spiderweb. These droplets are in

fact a protein called TPX2 which in a sense feeds the

growth of new microtubules. Researchers have found that the

mother begins evenly coated with this liquid protein, and

through the Plateau-Rayleigh instability, the protein

liquid breaks up into evenly spaced droplets from which new

microtubules can sprout.  

As I said above, I'm a sucker for fluid dynamics and

particularly this "instability". It's one you can see in

your kitchen, or if you stand when you pee. It doesn't

require a solid, tubular scaffolding either, it just

requires that the liquid begins in a cylindrical jet or

stream. Because of surface tension, liquids like to

minimize their surface area. That's why water forms

droplets. If you draw some pictures and do some math, you

will find that you can reduce the surface area of a

cylinder by breaking it up droplets with the same total

volume, and this is what drives the formation of these

liquid protein nodes. To reduce the amount of surface area

the protein has, it breaks up into evenly spaced droplets,

which provide the perfect spot for microtubules to sprout.  

For more on the fluid instability, check out my interview

with Carmen Lee. There we talk about her new research

project which shows a similar droplet-formation

instability... in streams of bubbles. 

Making ultra-dense and strong wood with Hu and Li et al.

(2018) 

I'm falling into a wood+ rabbit hole. This paper is a bit

older than the transparent wood result I talked about last

week, but guess what... It's the same Hu.  

In this slightly older work, the team (which included co-PI

Teng Li) present a method for crushing wood down to about

1/5th of its original thickness while supercharging its

strength by a factor of 10. Surprising (to me at least),

the chemical treatment is very similar to the treatment

used to make wood transparent. By boiling the wood in an
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partially remove the lignin and hemicellulose (some of the

structural components of the wood's cells) while leaving

cellulose nanofibers intact. The wood's cell walls collapse

under pressure, forcing the cellulose nanofibers (which are

very strong) to align and compress.  

The compression of these cellulose nanofibers reminds me of

getting diamonds from carbon. The boiling process is kind

of like purifying the wood (removing lignin and hemi-

cellulose, leaving mostly cellulose) and the pressure

bundles everything up tight and actually increases the

number of Hydrogen bonds between neighboring fibers

(remember from chemistry, H bonds are the really strong

ones!) The other comparison that came to mind is carbon

fiber bicycles. 

When you look at a sheet of carbon fiber, what you are

seeing is bundles of long, carbonized polymer fibers which

can be weaved and sealed together with a resin. Based on

how the fibers are arranged, engineers can tune the

strength, flexibility vibration damping of these sheets

based on how they arrange the fibers. Typically, high

performance bicycle look to be stiff so more of the

cyclist's power is transmitted to the drivetrain. Engineers

accomplish this by laying the carbon fibers side-by-side,

lengthwise. This is similar to what is happening in the

wood treatment process. The cellulose fibers are become

more ordered and uniform during the compression step,

amplifying the stiffness of the wood. 

The paper talks a bit about other wood densification

treatments, citing their propensity to swell and lose their

shape and structural integrity. The authors claim that this

does not happen as much in their de-ligninated wood. You

can go to the original article to see the battery of

mechanical testing they did on the wood, including scratch

testing, tensile testing, ballistic testing, etc - it's all

very cool. The results make the densified wood seem like a

very good alternative for many building applications, being

so strong and light. I'm also just really excited by the

prospect of replacing environmentally filthy materials like

steels, alloys, and polymers. Nice!

Thoughts 

Thanking COVID for the free conferences, workshops, and

seminars 

About a year ago when quarantine started (happy anniversary

everyone...) I wrote an article about how I hoped conference

organizers would use this time to make their virtual offerings

more robust, affordable, and accessible. The main idea was

that since everyone was now experiencing "accessibility

issues", we would be forced to apply the already existing

conferencing technology to make attending from home actually

viable. I hoped this would lead to a sort of trickle-down

improvement for those with real accessibility challenges

outside of Shelter in Place orders. I'm currently following up

on this and hope to report my findings. But anecdotally, I

have noticed a lot more free workshops and courses being

offered online.  

So far I've attended new-to-journalism workshops offered by

professional societies around the USA (they didn't say I
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couldn't attend, but it did feel a bit odd talking to Seattle

local news anchors about applying for fellowships in

Canada...), outreach events like the Royal Canadian Institute

of Science's The Science of Chocolate, and most recently a

four week course on making newsletters work for new

journalists (offered by the The Knight Center for Journalism

at the University of Texas at Austin). As of writing, the

course hasn't started yet, but the forums for the course are

open and I've been trying to get to know some of my

classmates.  

Interestingly enough, the next classmate I met was also from

Uganda: 

When I googled Kapchorwa Trinity Radio, one of the first hits

was an article from the Daily Monitor about a KTR 94.1 FM host

who had been suspended after accusing some elected officials

of roughing up journalists. Nobody I met was involved in the

story, nevertheless, small world! 

I've started collecting contact information from my

classmates, including the publications they work for and the

newsletters they either write or plan to write. They range

from Ugandan radio stations, to American pop culture

podcasters, to science and tech writers like myself. I'm not

sure what the demographics of this course look like, or what

the University of Texas at Austin was expecting, but it makes

me wonder what this course would look like if we weren't all

forced online. Would I have found it? Would it be virtual? Who

would be able to attend? I don't know, but I'd like to think

this chance to branch out and learn with people from all over

the planet is maybe a bit of silver lining we can attribute to

these Trying Times (tm). 

PS. The newsletter database is a work in progress, but you can

see preliminary results HERE.

Coffee break 

Carmen Lee on ropes of bubbles, pottery, etc.
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This week I chatted with my colleague and (ex?) officemate Carmen

Lee! Carmen is a brilliant grad student working on a PhD in soft

matter and fluids. Some of her work is actually very similar to

the droplet research we saw above. Here we talk about some of her

other projects, like granular piles that act like puddles, and

coiling ropes of molasses. We also do some quick-fire

#WorkFromHome questions. You can watch on YouTube, or listen

wherever you find good podcasts. 

Thanks for reading. If you enjoyed this, please consider

sharing it with others.

Share Tweet Forward

If you really enjoyed this, you can support me with a one-time

donation on Ko-fi, or become a Patron to give a little bit

each month. 
 

You can find more sciency articles, podcasts, and videos at

www.scientificanada.ca

- Adam
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